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POROUS MEDIA WITH DOUBLE POROSITY II 
Integrating the first on f~)-and (A.25) on f~+p, with the second gives 
v"((~ o ) )~,  - v"<np ~ ) . .  - n'V"p~ = 0, 
or  
169 
V"(c"e"(u ~ - ~"p~ ) = 0. (A.26) 
The tensors c" and c(' are here complex-valued and co dependent. 
- The second macroscopic relation comes from mass balances. We start with 
Equations (A.11b) and (A.16b): 
V,v) + v"v~ : 0, v) - <v~ >. :  <v~ >.. 
Integrating the first on f~)-and, using the second, we obtain: 
V"(v~)n'= -~7~ , v )NfdS-  In'l , (<v~ >.+ (vp~)a)NfdS. 
Finally, now using the Darcy laws (A.20) and (A.22) for the pores and the fractures 
leads to 
V"((kr),,V"p~ ) = -7,"icoe"(u ~ - [3"icop~. (A.27) 
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